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Let's take a look at the Miami Dolphins' previous head coaches and see what we should — and shouldn't — want from Brian Flores' replacement.
Omar Kelly: Previous coaching failures should give Dolphins an idea of type of coach they need to hire
Reader: Yet another warehouse is being constructed in the Lehigh Valley (Basin Street area of Allentown), which will reportedly bring in 120 permanent
jobs to the area.
Readers React: Lehigh Valley doesn’t need more warehouses
You might pick up on cues – elation? stress? a touch of sadness? – that aren't apparent in a toneless text or email. When calling anyone, announce yourself,
"Hello, this is _____." (If it's a business ...
Opportunity Doesn't Knock, It Wants You to Call
JDRF helped fund a clinical study using stem cells that they call the biggest advancement for Type 1 Diabetes in 100 years, since the very first insulin
injection treatment.
Stem cell trial biggest ‘step toward a cure’ for Type 1 Diabetes in 100 years, researchers say
Moncler doesn’t give in to hackers who attacked its computer system in December: supplier data also on the dark web ...
Moncler doesn’t give in to hackers: suppliers’ data online as well
Peru's Prime Minister Mirtha Vásquez said on Monday the government was looking at sanctioning a major local refinery owned by Spanish energy firm
Repsol after an oil spill last week, and did not rule ...
Peru eyes sanctions over Repsol oil spill, doesn't rule out production halt
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Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is a rare condition defined by inflammation in the joints and tissues of the spine, which can lead to spinal stiffness. When AS
is severe, the small bones in the spinal ...
What Causes Ankylosing Spondylitis? 4 Risk Factors for This Type of Spinal Arthritis
“I think it was reassuring to blame it all on one style, one type of client ... Creating art that’s a little bit faster to make and doesn’t require a roomful of art
supplies in addition ...
Facebook made a certain type of illustration ubiquitous
The San Francisco 49ers defeated the Green Bay Packers Saturday night, in the snow, at frigid Lambeau Field to punch their ticket to the NFC
Championship game. After the victory the team knew they wou ...
No, 49er fans, Joe Staley doesn’t have tickets to sell you
Should Pistons fans brace for a return similar to Orlando’s package last year, or is there reason for optimism that Grant could land Detroit a more
impressive haul?
How Jerami Grant’s trade situation differs from last year’s Aaron Gordon deal – and how it doesn’t
she could get media training so that she doesn’t make harmful statements like this. This content can also be viewed on the site it originates from. After
talking about why Molly-Mae’s comments were ...
Why calling another woman out for her toxic behaviour doesn't make me a bad feminist
Findings could point to the development of new therapeutic approaches for patients suffering from spinal cord injury and motor disorders.
Study Identifies Single Type of Spinal Cord Neuron That Coordinates Locomotion
People with type 1 diabetes, who cannot produce any insulin ... who do not have health insurance coverage in the US, and doesn’t address the issue of US
pharmaceutical companies price gouging ...
‘Seems like a scam’: Americans with diabetes criticize Biden’s insulin proposal
(Type 1 diabetes is not reversible ... a life-threatening complication that occurs when the body doesn’t have enough insulin to allow blood sugar into cells
to use for energy.
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